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Neptune surface temperature

353 degrees
Fahrenheit

Quick Answer. Neptune's surface temperature is estimated at minus 353
degrees Fahrenheit. The surface temperature varies based on where the
planet is in its rotation, and different poles are continuously exposed to the
Sun's heat.

www.reference.com/science/surface-temperature-neptune-dc57de0ff353e5ee

What is the surface temperature of Neptune? |
Referenceâ€¦

Related people

Neptune
Planet

Neptune is the eighth
and farthest known
planet from the Sun in
the Solar System. In
the Solar Systemâ€¦

Wikipedia

Radius: 15,299 miles (24,622 km)

Surface area: 2.94 billion sq miles (7.62
billion km²)

Orbital distance: 2.80 billion miles (4.50
billion km)

Orbital order: 8

Orbital period: 164.79 years

Gravity: 36.58 feet/s² (11.15 m/s²)
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What are the high and low temperatures on Neptune?
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Orbital period: 164.8 yr, 60,182 â€¦ Sidereal rotation period: 0.6713 day, 16 h…

Images of neptune surface temperature
bing.com/images

See more images of neptune surface temperature

What is Neptune's Temperature? - Space.com
https://www.space.com/18921-neptune-temperature.html
Neptune's temperature is driven more by the motions within its interior than by the rays of
the sun, motions that Uranus doesn't seem to share. The long summer Like other planets
on the solar system, Neptune doesn't sit completely parallel to the sun.

What is the Surface Temperature of Neptune? - Universe
Today
https://www.universetoday.com/21669/temperature-of-neptune
At its core, Neptune reaches temperatures of up to 7273 K (7000 °C; 12632 °F), which is
comparable to the surface of the Sun. The huge temperature differences between
Neptuneâ€™s center and its surface create huge wind storms, which can reach as high
as 2,100 km/hour, making them the fastest in the Solar System.

Neptune - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune
Although Neptune lies over 50% farther from the Sun than Uranus, and receives only 40%
its amount of sunlight, the two planets' surface temperatures are roughly equal. The upper
regions of Neptune's troposphere reach a low temperature of 51.8 K (âˆ’221.3 °C).

History · Physical characteristics · Climate · Orbit and rotation · Moons

What Is the Surface Temperature of Neptune? | â€¦
www.reference.com › Science › Astronomy › Planets
The seasons on Neptune can cause the surface temperature at the poles to vary by as
much as 50 degrees Fahrenheit. Similar to other planets, the temperature on Neptune
increases as the atmospheric pressure rises toward the core of the planet.

Neptune Facts: Interesting Facts about Planet Neptune ...
https://theplanets.org/neptune
Neptune has an average surface temperature of -214°C â€“ approximately -353°F. More
information and facts about Neptune. When scientific discoveries are made there is often
a debate (sometimes heated) as to who deserves credit. The discovery of â€¦

What is the surface of Neptune like? - Phys.org
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Space Exploration
For reasons that astronomers are still not clear on, the interior of Neptune is unusually
hot. Even though Neptune is much further from the Sun than Uranus and receives 40%
less sunlight, its surface temperature is about the same. In fact, Neptune gives off 2.6
times more energy than it takes in from the Sun. Even without the Sun, Neptune glows.

What is the surface temperature of Neptune - â€¦
www.answers.com › â€¦ › The Solar System › Planet Neptune
Jun 01, 2018 · Neptune doesn't have a surface, because is it a gas giant. The average
temperature of Neptune is around -218°C (-360.4°F).

What are the high and low temperatures of Neptune - AnswersJun 04, 2018

What is Neptune's max and min temperature - Answers.com Jun 01, 2018

What is Neptune's surface made of - Answers.com May 29, 2018

What is Neptune's surface temperature in Fahrenheit?
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What is the Surface Temperature of Neptune?
https://www.hellotothespace.com/.../22/surface-temperature-of-neptune
The surface temperature of Neptune vary from just about -218 °C to -200 °C, making it
the coldest Planet within the Solar System. The surface temperature of Neptune vary
from just about -218 °C to -200 °C, making it the coldest Planet within the Solar System.

What Are the High and Low Temperatures on Neptune ...
www.reference.com › Science › Astronomy › Planets
The discrepancy in temperature has to do with the fact that Neptune's South Pole is
exposed to the sun. Since a year on Neptune is equal to 165 Earth years, the South Pole
is the warmest point on the planet for about 75 years at a time.

What Is The Surface of Neptune Like? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/22070/surface-of-neptune
Neptune has a surface, depending on the temperature it will be solid or liquid. Due to the
pressure the ocean may be liquid hydrogen rather than water. Since the core approaches
7000 C, that surface is where temperatures could be unreasonable for humans.

Solar System Temperatures | Multimedia - Solar System
...
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galleries/solar-system-temperatures
Solar System Temperatures ... the surface temperatures decreases with ...
Temperatures for the gas and ice giants (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) ...

The Planet Neptune - National Weather Service
www.weather.gov › Sioux Falls, SD
The average temperature on Neptune is a brutally cold -373 degrees F. Triton,
Neptune's largest satellite, ...
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